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The friends are named Kaleil Isaza Tuzman and Tom Herman. Their idea
is so compelling that Tuzman quits a job at Goldman Sachs to move to the
Internet. The story starts in May 1999, when instant Web millionaires
were a dime a dozen, and ends in January 2001.

The Devil Wears Prada
In New York, the simple and naive just-graduated in journalism Andrea
Sachs is hired to work as the second assistant of the powerful and
sophisticated Miranda Priestly, the ruthless and merciless executive of the
Runway fashion magazine. Andrea dreams to become a journalist and
faces the opportunity as a temporary professional challenge.

Office Space
In New York, the simple and naive just-graduated in journalism Andrea
Sachs is hired to work as the second assistant of the powerful and
sophisticated Miranda Priestly, the ruthless and merciless executive of the
Runway fashion magazine. Andrea dreams to become a journalist and
faces the opportunity as a temporary professional challenge.

The Aviator
Fast-paced biopic documenting the life of one of the most colourful
Americans of the 20th century, Howard Hughes. Leonardo DiCaprio plays
Hughes, the son of a Texan inventor who dies and leaves him with a small
fortune.
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Joy
Written and directed by acclaimed filmmaker, David O. Russell, JOY is the
emotionally compelling and often comedic journey of a woman who
triumphed over personal and financial challenges by inventing the
Miracle Mop which she sold on QVC and went on to become a hugely
successful entrepreneur.

Jobs
Ashton Kutcher is Steve Jobs, the iconic Apple innovator and
groundbreaking entrepreneur. This inspiring and entertaining film
chronicles Jobs' early days as a college dropout, to his rise as the cofounder of Apple Computer Inc.

The Call of the Entrepreneur
A merchant banker. A failing dairy farmer. A refugee from Communist
China. One risked his savings. One risked his farm. One risked his life..

Something Ventured
Apple. Intel. Genentech. Atari. Google. Cisco. Stratospheric successes
with high stakes all around. Behind some of the world's most
revolutionary companies are a handful of men who (through timing,
foresight, a keen ability to size up other people, and a lot of luck) saw
opportunity where others did not: these are the original venture
capitalists.
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